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Abstract: Superlubricity refers to a sliding regime in which contacting surfaces move over one another without
generating much adhesion or friction [1]. From a practical application point of view, this will be the most ideal
tribological situation for many moving mechanical systems mainly because friction consumes large amounts of
energy and causes greenhouse gas emissions [2]. Superlubric sliding can also improve performance and durability
of these systems. In this paper, we attempt to provide an overview of how controlled or targeted bulk, surface,
or tribochemistry can lead to superlubricity in diamond-like carbon (DLC) films. Specifically, we show that
how providing hydrogen into bulk and near surface regions as well as to sliding contact interfaces of DLC films
can lead to super-low friction and wear. Incorporation of hydrogen into bulk DLC or near surface regions can
be done during deposition or through hydrogen plasma treatment after the deposition. Hydrogen can also be
fed into the sliding contact interfaces of DLCs during tribological testing to reduce friction. Due to favorable
tribochemical interactions, these interfaces become very rich in hydrogen and thus provide super-low friction
after a brief run-in period. Regardless of the method used, when sliding surfaces of DLC films are enriched in
hydrogen, they then provide some of the lowest friction coefficients (i.e., down to 0.001). Time-of-flight secondary
ion mass spectrometer (TOF-SIMS) is used to gather evidence on the extent and nature of tribochemical
interactions with hydrogen. Based on the tribological and surface analytical findings, we provide a mechanistic
model for the critical role of hydrogen on superlubricity of DLC films.
Keywords: Superlubricity; diamond-like carbon; TOF-SIMS; test environment; lubrication mechanisms
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Introduction

Energy and material losses due to friction and wear
in moving mechanical systems account for huge
economic and environmental burdens on all nations.
For example, according to US Energy Information
Agency, total CO2 emissions due to gasoline and diesel
fuel consumption by transportation sector in the
United States was about 1,089 and 422 million metric
tons in 2012, respectively, and this accounted for 29%
of total U.S. energy-related CO2 emissions. Significant
amount of fuels is spent to overcome friction in
moving mechanical parts in engines. For passenger
* Corresponding author: Ali ERDEMIR.
E-mail: erdemir@anl.gov

cars alone, we waste about 350 million tons of petroleum per year to overcome friction globally [2]. Not
to mention, CO2 emission resulting from fuels spent
to overcome friction in all motored vehicles is also
enormous and currently estimated to be more than 6
billion tons per year. When energy losses and emission
figures due to remanufacturing and replacement of
worn parts are also considered, the energy and environmental impacts of transportation related activities
will become even much greater. Overall, the economic
losses resulting from friction and wear in transportation are already huge, and with rapidly growing
road transportation and other industrial activities,
there is no doubt that the situation will become much
more exorbitant in the near future than before.
Starting from the very early ages, mankind has
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appreciated the significance of friction in his daily life,
and with increased social, agricultural, and military
activities during the last millennium, this awareness
has grown further, and nowadays the friction has
become one of the most important physical phenomena
affecting our mobility and all kinds of industrial
activities. Thanks to the concerted efforts of many
dedicated scientists and engineers, significant strides
have been made over the past century in not only
better understanding but also controlling friction from
atomic-to-engineering-scales. As a result of these
developments, governing laws and principles of friction
have been put on a solid foundation, and at the same
time, a myriad of new low friction materials, coatings,
and lubricants have been discovered and put in
practice to minimize the adverse impacts of friction
on all moving mechanical systems. Despite all these
positive developments, we still waste huge amounts of
energy to friction in transportation, manufacturing,
and other industrial fields. Accordingly, with increasing
worldwide concerns over energy security, environmental sustainability, and economic viability, research
on low-friction materials, coatings, and lubricants has
recently been intensified, and as a results of these,
numerous new materials and lubricants have been
developed. In fact, most companies involved in lubrication and manufacturing of motored vehicles are now
pursuing research to further reduce friction and thus
improve fuel economy and durability of their vehicles.
Among the many friction control technologies,
advanced tribological coatings have made significant
positive impacts on a variety of manufacturing and
transportation systems [3, 4]. Most of the machining
and manufacturing tools are now coated with hard
physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) coatings to combat friction and
wear [4]. Those engine components that are subject to
sever operating conditions are also coated by a variety
of hard and lubricious coatings [5]. Among others,
diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings (developed
more than half a century ago [6]) have gained an
overwhelming attention in recent years due to their
unusual friction and wear properties [7]. They are
applied on rolling, rotating and sliding components
of many types of machines to control friction and
wear and hence help reduce fuel consumption and
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CO2 emissions. Overall, the current industrial trend is
toward much increased uses of such coatings (as their
price comes down and quality increases) to more
effectively control friction and wear in all types of
moving mechanical systems to meet the harsher
operational conditions of modern machines.
As mentioned above, DLC films have been discovered more than half a century ago [6], but their
large-scale industrial uses have not started until late
1980s. Some of the very first applications were in the
hard-disk industry where such coatings with ever
diminishing thickness (which is now down to 1−2 nm)
have served well in increasing areal data storage
densities of such disk drives to nearly 1 TB/in2 today.
These coatings are also used in numerous consumer
goods such as wrist watches, razor blades, even
inside of beer cans to improve storage life and taste,
etc. [8]. However, their biggest current applications
are in the automotive fields as they are now routinely
used in fuel injectors, tappets, piston pins and rings,
gears, bearings, etc. [7, 9−11]. Some of the DLC coatings
are able to afford friction coefficients of down to 0.01
under oil lubricated sliding conditions [9, 10]. Overall,
during the last two decades or so, the interest in these
films exploded and there are now several coating
companies and their affiliates providing high-quality
DLC coatings to many end-users in the automotive
and other industrial fields. Figure 1 shows some of
the critical engine components that are coated with
DLC films for friction and wear control in engines.
DLC coatings can be doped or alloyed with some
elements to increase their functionality beyond what
is feasible with pure or monolithic forms [12]. In
some cases, the structural architecture may consist of
nano-scale multi-layers or nano-crystalline grains
which help increase toughness and other properties
(such as superior hardness, higher thermal stability,
electrical conductivity, lower internal stresses, etc.).
At present, most DLC films are deposited using a
PVD or CVD system. The carbon source or precursor

Fig. 1 Examples of engine components coated with DLC.
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materials used during deposition can vary from solid
carbon or graphite targets to gaseous and liquid
hydrocarbons. Those DLCs derived from solid carbon
targets are often hydrogen free and they can be
super-hard (especially if deposited by an arc-PVD or
pulse laser deposition (PLD) process), however, their
frictional properties may not be very good if the test
environment is inert or does not contain humidity or
hydrogen. Plasma enhanced CVD is a very common
method to deposit hydrogenated-DLCs. Typically, a
hydrocarbon gas (such as acetylene, methane, etc.) is
used as the carbon source in this method and the
resultant DLCs may also consist of large amounts
of hydrogen in their structures. Structurally, DLC
coatings are amorphous and the carbon atoms in
their random network structure are bonded to one
another by strong sp2 and sp3 type bonds [13]. Their
frictional properties are exceptional in inert and dry
environments but somewhat inferior when there is
high humidity or oxygen in the test chamber.
High proportion of sp3-bonding in a non-hydrogenated DLC (achievable by arc-PVD or PLD methods)
is analogous with super-hardness and high resistance
to wear and thermal degradations. These DLCs are
known as tetragonal amorphous carbon, or ta-C which
are widely used in various engine applications where
in addition to high hardness and wear resistance,
thermal stability is also important [9]. High internal
stress build-up during deposition limits the thickness
of ta-C coatings to a few micrometers and when
deposited by arc-PVD, high surface roughness due to
micro-droplets poses some problems in tribological
applications. Filtered arc-PVD eliminates these problems
but reduces the deposition rates. Those DLCs extracted
from hydrocarbon gases contain large amounts of
bonded and free hydrogen in them and their
mechanical (i.e., hardness) and tribological properties
tend to be very different from those of the ta-C type
DLCs. Overall, there exist so many DLCs nowadays
with very different structures and chemistries and as
a results different friction and wear properties. Colorwise or visually, it is very difficult to distinguish one
DLC from another but when tested for their tribological
performance, they differ substantially especially under
dry sliding conditions.
Overall, great strides have been made in the design,
deposition and diverse utilization of DLC coatings.
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Many dedicated studies has confirmed that under the
right tribological or environmental conditions, both
hydrogenated and hydrogen-free DLCs can exhibit
super-low friction (i.e., below 0.01 threshold) and
wear properties. In the case of highly-hydrogenated
DLCs, it was shown that even down to 0.001 friction
coefficients are feasible in controlled test environments
[14]. In the following sections, a short overview of
superlubricity in carbon-based materials is provided
first and then the recent discoveries and other
developments that enabled superlubricity in DLC
films are discussed next. In particular, the importance
of the chemical composition of the bulk and nearsurface regions is highlighted and the impact of
tribochemical interactions on superlubric behavior is
also emphasized.

2 Superlubricity in carbon-based nanomaterials and coatings
It is very important to remind that many of the finest
tribological materials and lubricants that are in use
today are either made of carbon or consist of carbon.
For example, the bulk of current liquid lubricants is
nothing but made out of long-chain hydrocarbon
molecules. Graphite is another carbon-based material
known for its great solid lubrication properties.
Diamond is a solid carbon form with extreme hardness
and low-friction. Another great solid lubricant is
Teflon (or PTFE) whose backbone is nothing but
made of carbon. Some of the emerging 1, 2, and 3D
nanomaterials (graphene, buckyball, nano-diamond,
nano-onion, and nano-tubes and -fibers) are all carbonbased and have shown great promise for a variety of
tribological applications in recent laboratory tests
[14−27]. There also exist several other carbon-based
materials, such as transition metal carbides, boron
carbide, carbon-carbon composites, bulk glassy carbons,
and carbon-blacks which are used for a variety of
tribological purposes (including fillers for brakes and
tires). Overall, our life would have been very difficult
if not impossible without carbon both biologically
and tribologically.
Fundamental tribological research into various 1, 2,
and 3D carbon-based materials has confirmed the
existence of superlubric sliding capabilities in many
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of them. In particular, the nano-to-micro-scale superlubricity of 2D graphite and graphene, 3D diamond,
and 1D carbon nanotubes has well been documented
in Refs. [15–26]. In most of these materials, superlubricity was either attributed to an incommensurability
phenomenon [19, 24, 26] or surface chemical effects
which can create a highly passive and hence nonreactive contact interface which suppresses stiction
and hence friction [3, 28−32]. Incommensurability
relates to avoidance of one-to-one correspondence or
registry between surface atoms at contact interfaces.
With the use of atomic force microscopy/friction
force microscopy (AFM/FFM) type nanotribology test
machines, it was shown that when the incommensurability requirement is met, the friction coefficient
of graphite sheets can reach values down to zero [19].
Specifically, when graphite sheets were rotated out of
registry (or brought into a total incommensurate state),
a smooth transition from high degree of stick-slip
behavior to smooth sliding with little or no frictional
force was generated.
In other studies involving graphite, alternating
monolayers of C60 were inserted between the sheets
of graphite to achieve superlubricity [20]. It was shown
that with such C60 intercalation, the inter-planar spacing
between graphite sheets is increased significantly, and
during relative motion, these widely spaced sheets
together with C60 acting as molecular-scale ball bearings
lowered friction down to zero level. In a recent study
focused on graphite flakes, Liu et al. have demonstrated
microscale superlubricity between lithographically
prepared free-standing graphite mesa and original
graphite surface [21]. Specifically, they showed that
when the mesa is moved from its original position with
a micromanipulator, this sheared section retracts back
to its original place without creating any friction.
In recent tribological studies dealing with graphene
(a 2D carbon structure), researchers have shown that
both superlow wear and friction are feasible under
the right kinds of environmental and/or test conditions.
Specifically, Berman et al. have shown that spreading
few-layers of graphene on a sliding surface can lower
friction by factors of 5 to 6, while wear by factors of 4
orders of magnitude [22, 23]. In other studies, superlubricity was achieve with graphene during nanoscale friction and wear tests [24]. Specifically, it was
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shown that friction force goes down to nearly zero
level when the number of graphene layers at sliding
interface is decreased from several to a few (2 or 3)
layers. Feng et al. also have shown that small graphene
nanoflakes can move or slide over freely on larger
graphene sheets when the incommensurability conditions are met at very low temperatures [25].
Superlubric sliding behavior was also reported for
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNT). Specifically,
Zhang et al. demonstrated that inner shell of a
centimeter-long DWCNT can be pulled out of the
outer shell effortlessly (creating a friction force of less
than 1 nN) regardless of the length of the nanotube
thus confirming the existence of macroscale superlubricity in such carbon material [26]. Overall, carbonbased materials offered unique opportunities for
scientists and engineers to achieve and understand
superlubricity over a very broad range of scales and
test conditions.
Diamond is the hardest known material and has
been the subject of many dedicated tribological studies
for its friction and wear behavior under a wide range
of test conditions in the past. Thin film version of
diamond has been around for quite a long time and
produced by a number of CVD methods. In our
laboratory, we have been working in the diamond
synthesis field since early 1990s. Specifically, we have
been producing, characterizing and testing macro,
nano, and ultra-nano crystalline diamond films for a
variety of engineering applications [27, 33]. Among
others, ultra-nano crystalline diamond films provided
the best overall friction and wear performance to
sliding contact surfaces of a variety of mechanical,
tribological, and micro-electromechanical devices
[34, 35].
Hypothetically, the low-friction nature of diamond
is associated with a highly passive surface (especially
in open air) creating very little adhesion between its
sliding contact surfaces [28, 29, 34]. Its super-hardness
and rigidity also help in reducing friction. In the past,
several researchers have proposed that gaseous species
such as hydrogen, oxygen, or water molecules in the
surrounding atmosphere can easily adsorb and effecttively passivate the dangling σ-bonds of diamond,
thus leading to dramatically reduced adhesion and
hence friction. More recent studies by Kumar et al.
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and Konicek et al. have demonstrated ultralow friction
(i.e., down to 0.008) at the macroscale for ultra-nanocrystalline diamond (UNCD) [30, 31] when sliding in
humid environment and under specific test conditions.
Although exact mechanisms are unknown, such
dramatic reductions in friction of diamond are
attributed to surface adsorbates in test environments
(and on sliding surfaces) since when diamonds are
tested in inert or vacuum environments, their friction
increases dramatically [28, 29, 32, 34].
Studies by Goto and Honda [36] have also demonstrated superlubric sliding behavior for sliding
interfaces involving diamond sliding against Ag
films on Si substrates. These researchers reported less
than 0.01 friction coefficients in ultra-high vacuum
when sliding diamond against Ag. Rubbing hydrogenterminated Si wafers against diamond was also shown
to provide super-low friction (i.e., 0.003) as well in
ultra-high vacuum [37]. Overall, super-hard and lowfriction nature of diamond makes it one of the most
fascinating tribological materials for a wide range of
applications but the cost and other limitations (i.e.,
high-temperature requirements for its thin film form
and selectivity in substrate) impede the much broader
uses of this material.

3

Superlubricity in doped DLC films

Besides the diamond and other carbon nanomaterials
mentioned above, many types of DLC coatings have
emerged over the years affording super-low friction
and wear to sliding surfaces. In particular, with significant strides in PVD and CVD deposition technologies,
DLC films with some alloying elements have become
very popular among all carbon-based coatings [12].
Ease of deposition and cost-competitiveness, made
them very practical for a wide range of demanding
industrial applications often providing much improved
physical, mechanical, and tribological properties. These
films can be alloyed with a myriad of elements to
achieve superior mechanical (toughness and hardness),
thermal (high resistance to heat and thermal degradations), and tribological properties (better wettability
and compatibility with liquid lubricants). In the
following, we will summarize the recent progress
toward achieving superlubricity in such coatings and
compile them in Table 1.

Table 1
DLCs.

Summary of reported superlubricity studies on doped-

DLC type

Test environment

Friction
coefficient

References

N-doped

Nitrogen

0.005

[38, 39]

Si-doped DLC

High vacuum

0.007

[40]

F-doped DLC

Ultra-high vacuum

0.005

[41]

S-doped DLC

Humid air

0.004

[42]

Fullerene-like
DLC

Air, 20 N load

0.009

[43]

Carbon nitride films: The carbon nitride (CNx)
coatings represent a variant of hydrogen-free DLC in
which a significant amount (i.e., 5–15 at.%) of nitrogen
is introduced into the amorphous network structure
to enhance hardness, stiffness and tribological properties. Initially, nitrogen was added into DLC films
to optimize surface chemical and tribological properties
of magnetic hard-disks. They have been one of the
most preferred hard-disk coatings for a quite long
time. Many research papers were dedicated to CNx’s
tribological properties in the presence of a variety of
molecularly thick oil films on top.
Concerted efforts by Kato and his co-workers
have resulted in the synthesis of a superlow friction
version of CNx films [38, 39]. Specifically, when tested
in dry nitrogen (after a brief run-in or surface conditioning stage in oxygen), such films could provide
friction coefficients of as low as 0.005. Superlubric
behavior of CNx is still a mystery, but theoretically, it
has been proposed that such films can attain a very
special surface termination state during the initial
conditioning period and then assume a highly chemically inert and non-adhesive sliding behavior in
nitrogen environments. Overall, the observed friction
values of 0.005 ~ 0.01 in nitrogen were attributed to the
low-shear nature of tribologically generated products
at the sliding interfaces and nitrogen gas atmosphere
(since the superlubric regime was not sustainable in
vacuum or other gases).
Silicon-doped DLCs: Silicon is widely used as a
dopant in DLCs and credited for superior thermal
stability and better tribological performance under
lubricated conditions. Si incorporation was shown to
be responsible for super-low friction coefficient (as
low as 0.007) in high vacuum when rubbing against
steel ball [40]. The Si-doped a-C:H films were synthesized in cyclotron resonance plasma made out of
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ethylene and silane gases. Super-low friction was
attributed to the preferred orientation of transferred
film along the sliding direction.
Fluorine-doped DLCs: Fluorine is another common
dopant for DLC films. Compared to nitrogen, it is a
bit more difficult to incorporate into DLC in large
proportions (due to environmental sensitivity), but
for a moderately F-doped hydrogenated DLC film,
Fontaine et al. observed friction values down to 0.005
in ultra-high vacuum [41].
Sulfur-doped DLCs: In a study by Freyman et al.,
super-low friction of 0.004 was achieved with a
sulfur-doped DLC under ambient air conditions.
Sulfur incorporation was done by magnetron sputtering in a mixture of Ar/H2/H2S [42]. The super-low
friction behavior of such films is thought to result
from a weaker bonding between adsorbed water
molecules (coming from the humid air) and the sulfur
and hydrogen-rich surface.
Fullerene-like DLCs: Friction and wear performance
of a hydrogenated fullerene-like DLC film sliding
against Si3N4 was shown to be very unique and
depending on the contact load and the type of
tribochemical films forming on rubbing surfaces, and
friction coefficients of less than 0.01 could be achieved
in open air. Mechanistically, such low friction was
attributed to the formation of a hydrogen-rich transfer
layer with low shear strength and highly elastic nature
of the DLC film itself tolerating significant elastic
deformation and hence the formation of larger contact
area [43]. Table 1 summarizes the superlubric behavior
of all DLC coatings discussed above.

4

Bulk-, surface- and tribo-chemically
enabled superlubricity in DLC coatings

As mentioned in the introduction section, there exist
many types of DLC films nowadays with a wide range
of structural architectures and chemical compositions.
Some are highly hydrogenated while others are hydrogen free or made of nano-layers or contain a variety
of alloying elements. As a result, when subjected to
tribological tests, they all exhibit very different friction
and wear properties. Test conditions (load, speed,
distance, etc.) in general, test environment and temperature in particular can have significant influence
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in their friction and wear behaviors. Many systematic
studies directed toward the elucidation of effect of
test environments (or conditions) on friction and wear
of DLCs have led to the general conclusion that such
variations in their tribological behaviors primarily
result from a complex combination of intrinsic (or
film-specific) and extrinsic (or test-condition-specific)
factors [3, 44, 45]. While some DLCs are intrinsically
lubricious in certain environments [14, 46−48], others
need specific environmental species in order to provide
low friction [10, 49−51].
Intrinsically, most DLCs are made of sp2 and sp3
bonded carbon atoms with or without hydrogen and
other alloying elements incorporated into amorphous
structure. Systematic studies have confirmed that the
ratio of sp2/sp3, as well as the presence or absence of
hydrogen or alloying elements in their microstructure
can play important roles in their tribology [3]. For
example, hydrogen-free DLCs perform quite well in
humid and lubricated test environments (providing
friction coefficients from 0.01 to 0.1 [10]); while under
inert or vacuum test environments, their friction coefficients might go up as much as 1 [12, 52, 53]. These
findings suggest that hydrogen-free DLC films are
not intrinsically lubricious; rather, they rely on the
chemical species of the test environments for low
friction and wear. Conversely, hydrogenated or highlyhydrogenated DLC films provide some of the lowest
friction and wear coefficients in clean, inert, and
vacuum test environments [14, 44, 46, 52−54]; hence,
these films can be categorized as intrinsically lubricious;
in other words, they do not rely on external environmental species to provide low-friction.
Extrinsically, regardless of the type, almost all DLCs
are subject to chemical, physical, and mechanical
interactions with the species on their surroundings
[55, 56]. Figure 2 broadly summarizes the frictional
behavior of hydrogenated and hydrogen-free DLC
films with respect to relative humidity of test
environment [56]. Besides the environment, test temperature can also have strong effect on their friction
and wear behaviors [57]. If sliding against a different
type of counterface material which resists transfer
film formation, their frictional behaviors could also
be very different. Overall, there exists no such DLC
film that provides very low and consistent friction
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Fig. 2 General trend of friction coefficients of hydrogenated
and hydrogen-free DLC films with respect to relative humidity of
the test environment (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [56]).

and wear coefficients regardless of the test conditions
or temperature. This is also true with other types of
tribological coatings and materials.
Fundamentally, much of the friction in DLC films
results from adhesive interactions at the sliding contact
interfaces. In particular, covalent bonding resulting
from unoccupied or dangling σ-bonds at the contact
interface may account for the greatest portion of
adhesive interactions and hence friction [14, 44].
Capillary, van der Waals, and electrostatic attractions
may also contribute to adhesion but at much lower
scales. Covalent bonding is very strong and if present
can cause very high friction between sliding diamond
and DLC surfaces [34, 28, 32]. This is very typical of
hydrogen-free tetragonal amorphous carbon (ta-C) or
crystalline diamond films in which large amounts of
sp3-bonded carbon atoms exist and when they are
subjected to a sliding test in dry nitrogen or high
vacuum, very high friction coefficients (i.e., as high as
1) may result [34, 52]. Most of the other adhesive
bonding possibilities mentioned above, i.e., van der
Waals forces, electrostatic attraction, capillary forces,
etc., are relatively weak under mild test conditions, or
at nano-scales, these forces may also matter and can
have significant effects on friction, but under macroscale or severe test conditions, their contributions to
overall friction are much smaller.
Reactive gaseous species in test environments (such
as water molecules, oxygen, hydrogen, alcohol and
hydrocarbon gases) are known to interact with the
sliding contact surfaces of all types of solid materials.
Some of these may attach to tribological surfaces as a
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molecularly thick physisorbed layers, while others
may chemically interact and form strongly bonded or
chemisorbed films. Previous research has shown that
such gas-surface interactions can have a beneficial
or detrimental influence in the frictional behavior
of DLC films [12]. For example, very high friction
coefficients (i.e., 0.7–1) of hydrogen-free DLC films in
vacuum and inert gases comes down to 0.05 to 0.2
levels when oxygen and/or water molecules are introduced into the test chambers [53−55]. Such a marked
reduction in friction has been attributed to the
existence of strong tribochemical interactions between
such DLC surfaces and oxygen and water molecules
in surrounding environments [55]. Specifically, TOFSIMS and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analyses of sliding surfaces have shown that both
oxygen and water had reacted with the carbon atoms
at sliding interface and effectively passivated or
terminated those σ-bonds which were responsible for
strong adhesive interactions and hence high friction
[58]. In the presence of hydrogen, nitrogen, or alloying
elements in DLC, the nature of tribochemical interactions will be different. For example, Si and S-containing
DLC films were reported to be far less sensitive to the
presence or absence of water or oxygen molecules in
the surrounding air [40, 42].

4.1 Achieving superlubricity in DLC films
by controlling bulk chemistry
From the foregoing discussion, it is very clear that
intrinsic and extrinsic factors can play a significant
role in the tribological behaviors of all DLC films. To
achieve superlubricity, these factors must be taken
into account and optimized accordingly during
deposition to meet the very specific chemical needs
of the whole tribosystem including not only the DLC
coating as a bulk but also the operating test environment, counterface material, surface finish, and other
specific test conditions. In order to reduce or avoid
strong covalent bond interactions (σ-bonding in
particular) at the sliding interface, the DLC films
must be made highly chemically inert on their sliding
surfaces (i.e., no free σ-bonds at sliding interface) or
insensitive toward the counterface surfaces. Strong
adhesive or chemical interactions will otherwise lead
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to high friction. A chemically inert DLC will help
eliminate the extent of such interactions during
sliding and thus provide super-low friction.
High chemical inertness of a DLC film can be
achieved by controlling the chemical composition of
gas discharge plasmas during the deposition process.
Specifically, in plasma-enhanced CVD or PVD systems,
one can modify the chemistry of plasma in such a
way that the resultant DLC films will be highly inert
or chemically very insensitive toward sliding counterfaces. For example, the synthesis of DLC films in
gas discharge plasmas which contain large amounts
of hydrogen will lead to fewer unoccupied σ-bonds
left on the surface or in bulk and thus favor least
amounts of adhesive interactions during sliding. This
can be achieved by using hydrocarbon gases such as
acetylene, methane, or ethylene as the source gas.
The amount of hydrogen in these gasses may not be
sufficient to result in a truly chemically inert DLC. In
order to achieve much higher degree of hydrogenation
and hence potentially superior chemical inertness,
one can introduce excess hydrogen into the deposition
chamber to increase hydrogen to carbon atom ratios
to as high as 10 [14, 59−62]. With excess hydrogen in
plasma, growing DLC film tends to have large
amounts of hydrogen in their structures (i.e., 30–40
at.%). Due to constant hydrogen ion bombardment,
carbon atoms bond to hydrogen to result in a highly
hydrogenated random network structure. As a result,
most of those dangling σ-bonds (which cause strong
adhesive interaction and friction) are eliminated.
Figure 3 shows the molecular structure of such a
highly hydrogenate DLC.
Figure 4 compares the frictional performance of
C2H2 (H/C ratio 1) and CH4 (H/C ratio 4) derived DLC
with that of a highly hydrogen-containing DLC (which
was synthesized in a gas discharge plasma consisting
of 25% CH4 + 75% H2 which would correspond to H/C
ratio of 10). As is clear, the film grown in C2H2 has a
very unstable and high friction, whereas, the friction
of film grown in CH4 is much steady and around 0.02.
However, the film grown in 25% CH4 + 75% H2 gas
discharge plasma provides a friction coefficient of
about 0.003. Atomic scale hydrogen concentrations
of these three films would be the highest for the film
grown in 25% CH4 + 75% H2 gas discharge plasma
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Fig. 3 Atomic scale simulation of a highly hydrogenated DLC
film showing carbon–hydrogen random network structure with
some free hydrogen occuping interstitial positions.

Fig. 4 Friction coefficients of DLC films derived from various
source gases in a plasma enhanced CVD system (test conditions:
load, 10 N; speed, 0.5 m·s−1; temperature, 22–23ºC; test environment, dry N2) (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [48]).

and hence this film provides the lowest friction among
all three DLCs that were tested. Specifically, if the bulk
of DLC as illustrated in Fig. 3 contains large amounts
of hydrogen, then the friction coefficient is extremely
low as in Fig. 4. Conversely, if the bulk DLC film
is poor in hydrogen, it cannot provide low friction,
presumably due to some unoccupied σ-bond interactions triggering strong interfacial adhesion and
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hence high friction. Note that in Fig. 4, the difference
between friction coefficient of a hydrogen poor-DLC
film (grown in H/C=1) and a highly hydrogenated
DLC film (H/C=10) is more than 100 folds, underscoring
the critically important role of bulk DLC chemistry
on friction. When the same film was applied on a rigid
sapphire ball and disk and then subjected to sliding
test under conditions shown in Fig. 5, a friction
coefficient of 0.001 could be achieved. Much lower
friction in this case is attributed to the very rigid
nature of sapphire ball and disk which would insure
a much smaller Hertz contact spot and hence lesser
amounts of adhesion and friction.
As discussed earlier, the incorporation of nitrogen,
fluorine, sulfur, boron, or silicon into DLC films (alone
or in addition to hydrogen) was also shown to reduce
friction and wear of DLC films [38−42]. All and all,
bulk chemical control or modification of DLC films
can indeed lead to superlubric sliding behaviors as in
Figs. 4 and 5.
One final note is that to achieve the lowest possible
friction coefficients in the DLC films mentioned above,
the surface roughness effects must also be considered
and appropriate steps should be taken to avoid its
deleterious effect. Due to their amorphous microstructures, most sputtered or PE-CVD DLC films have

Fig. 5 Friction coefficient of a highly-hydrogenated DLC film
(derived from 25% CH4 + 75% H2 plasma; corresponding to H/C
ratio of 10) on sapphire substrate under test configuration and
conditions shown.

been very smooth (in fact down to a few nm thickness).
Nanoscale roughness which is very typical of crystalline
PVD nitride or carbide films does not apply to DLCs.
4.2

Achieving superlubricity in DLC films by
controlling near surface chemistry

Hypothetically, if super-saturation or incorporation
of hydrogen in the bulk of DLC leads to superlubricity
(as discussed above), then the super-saturation of the
top surface region of hydrogen free or poor DLC films
with hydrogen should also lead to superlubricity.
This was a major focus of our research effort on DLC
films, since it would also help us further confirm the
hydrogen lubrication mechanism of DLC that we had
proposed [14, 44, 45, 47, 48]. The super-saturation of
DLC surfaces with hydrogen can be done by treating
such surfaces with a stream of hydrogen ions generated
by an ion gun or it can also be done more conveniently
in a PVD or plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) deposition chamber using a hydrogen
gas discharge plasma. Such a plasma can be generated
by applying a bias voltage of about –400 V to about
–600 V to the substrate holder. The gas pressure
within the chamber may vary from about 20 × 10–3 Torr
to about 50 × 10–3 Torr of hydrogen. DLC film to be
plasma treated with hydrogen is normally attached
to the negatively-biased substrate holder which gets
bombarded by the positively charged hydrogen ions.
In our studies, it was shown that only a few minutes
of hydrogen plasma treatment are needed to form a
hydrogen-rich top layer. Using such a method, we
have shown that the plasma- modified hydrogen-free
DLC and CNx films exhibited remarkable reductions in
their friction when compared to the same film prior to
plasma-modification (i.e., reduction in friction is at
least about 95% when compared to the film prior to
modification) [45]. While the thickness depends on the
gas pressure used in the plasma modification chamber
and the length of time, however, a modified layer
thickness can be in the range of from about 1 nm to
10 nm. Figure 6 shows the effect of such hydrogen
plasma treatment on a CNx film. As is clear, prior to
hydrogen plasma treatment, the friction coefficient of
the film is around 0.18, but after the treatment the
friction coefficient comes down to 0.005 level. Such a
dramatic reduction in friction also reflects on the
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Fig. 6 The friction and wear performance of a CNx film before and after hydrogen plasma treatment. At steady state, the friction
coefficient of hydrogen-treated CNx is around 0.005 (see detailed friction trace in inset). Also, the coating on ball side wears out without
the hydrogen-treatment after about 160 m of sliding, while the wear of hydrogen-treated CNx on steel ball is very insignificant and it has
not worn out despite nearly 900 m of sliding distance.

wear of the rubbing surfaces. As shown in Fig. 6, the
untreated CNx wears out and the underlying substrate
ball is clearly exposed. However, after the hydrogen
plasma treatment, the wear is dramatically reduced
as shown in the inset in Fig. 6.
Similar beneficial effects are also obtained after hydrogen plasma treatment of a hydrogen-free DLC film
as reported in Ref. [45]. Specifically, without hydrogentreatment, the DLC film (about 200 nm thick) exhibited
a friction coefficient of about 0.7 and could only last
about 10 m before wearing off. However, after the
hydrogen plasma treatment, the same film provided
friction coefficients of 0.005. Just like in the case of CNx,
the wear was also reduced quite substantially.
TOF-SIMS imaging of the border between hydrogen
treated and un-treated regions clearly showed higher
contrast for hydrogen, confirming that the hydrogentreated part indeed became very rich in hydrogen
and thus the superlow friction behavior of the hydrogen-free DLC after plasma treatment was primarily
due to increased hydrogen concentration near the top
surface as shown in Fig. 7.
4.3

Achieving superlubricity in DLC Films by
controlled tribochemistry

If superlubricity is attainable through controlling bulk
and near-surface chemistry, it should then be possible

Fig. 7 Imaging hydrogen TOF-SIMS map of a region of
hydrogen-free DLC film showing high hydrogen concentration
for the hydrogen-plasma treated bottom part.

to modify only the sliding contact interfaces of DLC
films through tribochemistry and thus achieve superlubricity in-situ during the dynamic sliding experiments.
For example, such an experiment can be performed
in a tightly sealed or enclosed test chamber filled with
hydrogen. Due to highly flammable/explosive nature
of hydrogen gas, strict measures and precautions
must be taken during these tests (preferably, these tests
should be run under partial pressures of hydrogen
gas, like 10–100 torr or in mixture with some inert
gases). As mentioned earlier, hydrogen-free DLC
films provide very high friction in inert or vacuum
test environments presumably because of the strong
covalent bond (or σ-bond) interactions. To further
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substantiate this, we prepared a hydrogen-free DLC
film on a steel substrate and subjected it to sliding
tests in a high vacuum tribometer with a ball-on-disc
contact geometry at room temperature and under 10
torr partial pressures of Ar and H2 gases. The contact
loads used in these experiments were 1 and 2 N (peak
Hertz pressures of ≈500 to 600 MPa, respectively).
The sliding velocity of the test pair was between
0.63–0.95 cm/s. To measure the true friction coefficient
of the DLC film itself, we used coated balls sliding
against the coated steel disks. After the tests, we used
a TOF-SIMS instrument to generate chemical maps of
the sliding contact surfaces of DLC films. The results
of these tests are summarized in Table 2.
When the tests were run with hydrogen-free DLC
under 10 torr partial pressure of Ar gas, the friction
coefficient was rather unsteady and high (i.e., 0.6–0.7).
Even after very short sliding distance, the wear of
DLC on both the ball and disk sides were also very
significant. However, when the same test is repeated
on a new track and this time under 10 torr of
hydrogen gas atmosphere, the friction coefficient of
the sliding DLC pair was reduced to 0.03 level. When
the same test is repeated in deuterium gas, the
friction coefficient was even lower and in the orders
of 0.01 to 0.02 levels (see Table 2). After the tests, the
rubbing surfaces were examined with microscopy
and mapped by a 3D non-contact profilometer. They
Table 2 Friction coefficients of hydrogen-free or -poor DLC
coatings tested in hydrogen environment.
Test pair

Test environment

Friction
coefficient

References
used

a-C coated
ball/a-C coated
disk

10 torr Ar

0.6

Authors’
experiment

a-C coated
ball/a-C coated
disk

10 torr H2

0.03

Authors’
experiment

a-C coated
ball/a-C coated
disk

10 torr D2

0.01

Authors’
experiment

a-C:H containing
34 at.% hydrogen

7.5 Torr H2

0.002

[46]

Al pin/a-C
coated disk

N2

0.7

[50]

Al pin/a-C
coated disk

H2–He mixture
(40 vol.% H2–60
vol.% He)

0.015

[50]

were also subjected to TOF-SIMS chemical imaging
to check for any evidence of hydrogen or deuterium
accumulation or tribochemical reaction within the
wear track formed during tests. Indeed, there was
significantly higher amount of hydrogen or deuterium
within the wear track area as opposed to outside the
wear track suggesting that there have been some
tribochemical interactions between the hydrogen-free
DLC surface and hydrogen and/or deuterium in
surrounding environment. Clearly, the rubbing surfaces
of DLC must have reacted tribochemically with the
hydrogen and/or deuterium gas in the surrounding
environment to form the highly hydrogen or
deuterium rich wear tracks, and once formed, such a
surface would certainly provide dramatic reductions
in friction. So, in addition to bulk and surface chemical
effects, tribochemical effects in the presence of hydrogen or deuterium gases can also lead to super-low
friction and wear in DLC films.
In Table 2, results of friction tests in hydrogen from
a few other researchers [49, 50] are also included. As
is clear, they have also achieved dramatic reductions
in friction when the tests were run in hydrogen
environments. As discussed earlier, the extent of
adhesive interactions and hence friction of sliding
DLC surfaces are strongly affected by the presence or
absence of covalent or σ-bond interactions. In vacuum
or inert gas environments (like Ar, N2, etc.), the friction
is high mainly because of strong σ-bond interactions.
Making and breaking of such bonds are thought to
cause strong stick-slip and hence high and unsteady
friction. When the tests are run in hydrogen or
deuterium-containing environments, dangling σ-bonds
created during rubbing action are effectively passivated
and the stick-slip behavior is suppressed, and as a
result, very smooth and superlow friction coefficients
(as in Table 2) are attained in such gases.
During mechanical rubbing actions, there is no
doubt that some of the bonded hydrogen and/or
deuterium atoms may be removed and the dangling
σ-bonds may have been re-exposed. Due to copious
amount of hydrogen (or deuterium) in surrounding
atmosphere, these bonds can be re-passivated instantly
and the highly inert or hydrogen/deuterium terminated
surface conditions are restored. Mainly because of
this, the friction coefficient of DLC film remains very
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low and steady when rubbing in these gases. It is
known that carbon bonds very strongly to hydrogen
and has a high affinity to react with it when available.
Due to such strong bonding, thermal desorption of
hydrogen from a solid carbon material does not occur
below 700 °C [62].
In short, the presence of hydrogen or deuterium
gas in the vicinity of sliding DLC surfaces can trigger
very unique tribochemistry which in turn overcomes
strong covalent bond interactions at the sliding contact
interfaces. Accordingly, hydrogen plays an important
role in lowering adhesion and hence friction in
hydrogen-free or poor DLC films. Model experiments
summarized in Table 2 confirm this by revealing low
friction for hydrogen and/or deuterium-rich surfaces
as a result of favorable tribochemical interactions.

5

Fundamental lubrication mechanisms

Based on the friction test results from hydrogen-rich
vs. hydrogen-free or -poor bulk DLC films or surfaces,
the following mechanistic explanation can be proposed
for the very critical role of hydrogen in the superlubric
behavior of these films. As discussed above in detail,
hydrogen bonds strongly to carbon and thus effectively
passivates any free σ-bonds available within the bulk
or on the surfaces [62]. Such a strong bonding and
passivation of dangling σ-bonds can effectively reduce
or even eliminate the extent of adhesive interactions
across the sliding contact interface, thus resulting in
super-low friction.
For bulk hydrogenation of DLC films, a highly
hydrogenated gas discharge plasma can be generated
during deposition process and thus the amount of
hydrogen within the growing films as well as the
hydrogen termination or coverage on their outer surfaces increases dramatically. Within the gas discharge
plasmas, hydrogen molecules are reduced to hydrogen
ions, and as these ionized hydrogen atoms reach the
surface of growing DLC, they can easily react with
carbon atoms to establish strong C–H bonding. Some
hydrogen may remain as un-bonded interstitials, as
was shown in Fig. 3. As a result, high hydrogen
content within the DLC structure as well on its
surface should effectively eliminate the possibility of
any unoccupied σ-bonds remaining and potentially
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participating in adhesive interactions during sliding.
Excess or free hydrogen within the films can always
diffuse to sliding surfaces and hence replenish or
replace those hydrogen atoms that may have been
removed due to frictional heating and/or mechanical
wear during sliding contact.
For top surface hydrogenation, hydrogen-free or
-poor DLC films can be subjected to ionized hydrogen
bombardment or treatment in a discharge plasma.
As a result, their top surfaces become very rich in
hydrogen and this leads to the same effect as in bulk
hydrogenation and thus provides super-low friction
when sliding.
For the tribochemically assisted hydrogenation of
hydrogen-free or -poor DLCs, fresh dangling σ-bonds
generated during sliding can react with hydrogen or
deuterium in the surrounding environment thus
generating a hydrogen-rich top surface layer as in the
previous two cases and thereby providing super-low
friction. Overall, regardless of the methods used, as
long as the sliding DLC surfaces are sufficiently hydrogenated, they can provide super-low friction and
wear. Figure 8 below is an atomic scale illustration of
the highly hydrogenated DLC surfaces providing
super-low friction and wear. Once the free electrons
of those hydrogen atoms on the surface are paired
with the dangling σ-bonds of surface carbon atoms,
the electrical charge density of hydrogen atoms is
concentrated toward the other side of the hydrogen
nucleus and hence away from the surface. This is
expected to result in positively charged hydrogen
protons being closer to the surface than the paired
electron, which is tied to the dangling σ-bond of the

Fig. 8 A mechanistic model for the super-low friction behavior
of highly hydrogenated DLC surfaces (adopted from Ref. [44]).
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surface carbon atoms. Therefore, the creation of such
a dipole configuration at the contact spots should
generate repulsive rather than attractive forces between
the hydrogen-terminated sliding surfaces of the DLC
films [44]. In support of the proposed mechanism
described above, several researchers have simulated
much lower friction for H-terminated diamond and
DLC surfaces using MD, ab-intio, and DFT calculations
[63−68].

6

Summary and future direction

DLC films have emerged over the years as scientifically
very intriguing and practically very valuable tribological materials for numerous industrial applications.
The unmatched flexibility in producing them in a
wide range of chemistries and structures as well as
ease of deposition made them very versatile and costeffective for mass-production. They can be doped or
alloyed with all kinds of other elements to increase
their functionality even further. Structurally, they are
mostly amorphous but can also be prepared as nanocomposite and -layered coatings. When synthesized
in hydrogen-containing environments, they may
contain large amounts of hydrogen in their structures
and offer superlubricity under dry and inert tribological conditions. Depending on the nature and extent
of bulk, surface, and tribochemistry, they can provide
super-low friction coefficients down to 0.001 level.
High hydrogen concentration within their bulks, on
their surfaces or at their sliding contact interfaces can
lead to superlubricity.
Despite the very intriguing and multifaceted nature
of friction, we have come a long way in controlling its
adverse impacts on mechanical systems in so many
ways. Dedicated research during the last three decades
has particularly been very influential in bringing
friction down to some extremely low values. As the
energy and environmental sustainability for our
continued mobility and quality of life is in question,
we must work harder to reduce energy intensity and
carbon footprint of future mechanical systems by
further reducing or even eliminating friction between
contacting surfaces that are in relative motion. This
will undoubtedly help maintain a livable environment
and save some energy for generations to come.
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